Phoenix EMS is a world leader in the manufacture and supply of a diverse range of Industrial Lighting and value-add solutions for Industry.

Phoenix EMS luminaires are manufactured in ISO9000 accredited facilities and comply with all relevant mandatory Australian Safety and EMC Standards. The products are designed to handle tough environments where environmental degradation can cause premature failure of standard lighting products. Some of these factors include, high ambient temperatures, dust, water and chemical corrosion.

Our manufacturing capability is enhanced by fully resourced engineering, planning, scheduling and purchasing. This allows PhoenixEMS to handle product variations as well as engineer bespoke designs.

We also engineer, manufacture and design a complete range of both fixed and swing down lighting poles for our projects.

Phoenix EMS utilises the latest Lighting design software to assist clients with Lighting design to Australian Standards, Energy Saving proposals and Audits, 3D modelling and Intelligent Lighting Solutions.

An extensive distribution network provides national inventory, technical support, customer focus and a partner of trust.

Phoenix EMS a preferred Enclosure Partner of choice
LED CONVEYOR LIGHTS
LED HIGH BAY
LED BULKHEADS
LED STREET LIGHT
LED FLOOD LIGHTS
LED FLOOD LIGHTS
LED FLOOD LIGHTS
LED FLOOD LIGHTS
LED EXIT LIGHTS

INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING SOLUTIONS TO SUIT EVERY APPLICATION
LED WALL MOUNT

LED HAZARDOUS AREA LIGHTS

LED HAZARDOUS AREA LIGHTS

ULTRA SERIES SWING DOWN POLES UP TO 2.4M

ULTRA SERIES POLES 2.4M - 8.5M (HINGED & FIXED)

JUNCTION BOXES & ISOLATORS

TURNKEY PROJECT PACKAGES

LIGHTING DESIGN

LIGHTING DESIGN
Industry Leaders in Industrial Lighting

Phoenix EMS is a world leader in the manufacture and supply of a diverse range of Industrial Lighting and value-add solutions for industry. With over 25 years of proven manufacturing capability and a large installed base, Phoenix EMS represents a quality customer choice for both standard and custom Industrial Lighting solutions from concept to completion.

Phoenix Engineering & Manufacturing Solutions
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